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Instructions 
1.   This form is a dynamic pdf  - the box fields will adjust in size after you have filled them out. (Once you have completed typing, click outside the box, and it will expand to make all your text visible.)
2.    Feel free to cut and paste from a word processor; however, we ask that you use the font Arial 10 to maximize readability.
3.    To format text, use keyboard command Command/Ctrl E to open a font toolbar. (When making revisions required by the IRB or HRPP office, use a bold red font to identify the changed text.)
1.  Purpose of the Research 
2. Personnel 
List all personnel who will be taking part in the research, their institutional affiliation, role in the research, and CITI training in Human Subjects Research, as well as a concise explanation of qualifications/relevant experience with regard to the research. Please do not include an entire CV.
Name
Institutional Affiliation
Role in Research
CITI Training
PI
Will this investigator have access to identifiable data? 
Name
Institutional Affiliation
Role in Research
CITI Training
PI: Research Oversight
Will this investigator have access to identifiable data? 
Name
Institutional Affiliation
Role in Research
CITI Training
Student Researcher
Will this investigator have access to identifiable data? 
Name
Institutional Affiliation
Role in Research
CITI Training
Will this investigator have access to identifiable data? 
3. Collaborations and Subcontracts
Describe any additional collaboration or subcontract with an outside institution or vendor (e.g., Boston Children's Hospital, ABC transcription services).
4. Conflicts of Interest 
List any actual, potential, or apparent conflicts of interest - financial or otherwise - any research personnel or collaborator may have regarding this research. (This includes any actual, potential, or apparent financial conflicts of interest that do not rise to the level of significant financial interest.) 
5. Results of previous related research 
6. Study Location 
*If location will include a foreign country, attach an International Research Addendum and Translation Certification(s), if applicable. For detailed information regarding international research see the HRPP webpage International Research
Outline where the proposed research will be conducted.
7. Secondary Data and Protected Information
* For detailed information regarding the use of PHI see the HRPP webpage HIPAA and PHI and for detailed information regarding FERPA see the HRPP webpage Research with Children and Students
Does the proposed research involve the use of secondary data, documents, records, or pathological or diagnostic specimens?  
Does the proposed research involve the use of de-identified HIPAA-Protected Health Information (PHI)?
Does the proposed research involve the use of non-de-identified HIPAA-Protected Health Information (PHI)?
Select identifiers to be collected.
Does the proposed research involve the use of FERPA-protected educational records?
8. Study Design 
What data recording methods will you employ? 
What Data Collection Tools/Study Instruments will you use? (Attach all study instruments.) 
How will you interact with your subjects/conduct your research? 
9. Subject Details:
*For detailed information regarding the use of vulnerable populations see the HRPP webpage Vulnerable Subjects
Justify the use of any special/vulnerable populations for this research. 
10. Recruitment Methods 
Describe the recruitment methods you plan to employ.  (Attach recruitment materials and site-specific permissions to recruit, if applicable.) 
11. Data to be Collected: 
*For detailed information regarding the collection of subject identifiers see the HRPP webpage De-identifying non-PHI Data
What identifiers will you collect that will not be linked to research data (e.g., name, phone number, email for compensation purposes).
Check identifiers you will be collecting as data for research purposes only (do not include those you listed above if you will be collecting them for other reasons only  - e.g., name, phone number, email for compensation purposes).
12. Deception/Incomplete Disclosure 
*For detailed information regarding the use of deception or incomplete disclosure see the HRPP webpage Deception in Research
If using deception or incomplete disclosure, justify the need for its use in this research and describe how/when you will debrief your subjects. (Attach debriefing form, if applicable.)
13. Risk and Benefits  
*For detailed information regarding minimizing risks and balancing risks and benefits see the HRPP webpage Criteria for Review
What risks do you foresee for subjects in this research? Remember, all research involves some risk, even if only minimal.
14. Costs and Compensation/Incentives/Reimbursements 
Describe any form of compensation/incentive subjects will receive (e.g., cash, gift card, course credit, medical care) and the terms and conditions of receiving the compensation/incentive (e.g., partial or full compensation for partial participation), as well as any reimbursements for which the subjects may be eligible (e.g., cost of travel or child care).  
15. Informed Consent 
*For detailed information regarding informed consent  — including how to construct an informed consent form —  see the HRPP webpage Informed Consent
 
Note that the informed consent procedures may differ for different groups of subjects (e.g., a waiver of documented informed consent may be requested for one group, while another group will be required to sign an informed consent form). If this is the case in your research, check all boxes that apply.  
Note that one of the three following conditions must be met:
Describe the setting and your procedures for obtaining informed assent from the child subjects. 
Describe the setting and your procedures for obtaining informed assent from the child subjects and/or explain your reasons for and the conditions that necessitate your request for a waiver of informed assent. 
Note that one of the three following conditions must be met:
Note that the subject/LAR must be asked whether they want documentation linking the subject with the research - the subject's wishes will govern. 
Note that all five of the following conditions must be met:
Note that all five of the following conditions must be met:
Note: All five of the following conditions must be met (unless the unreasonableness condition for LARs has been met for all subjects and explained above):
Describe the circumstances surrounding your procedures for the informed consent of subjects/LARs - remember that obtaining informed consent is a continuous process.
Describe the setting in which you will be obtaining informed consent, along with any special considerations you will make for vulnerable or non-English speaking subjects/LARs (e.g. witnesses or translators).
Note that one of the three following conditions must be met:
Note that the subject must be asked whether they want documentation linking the subject with the research - the subject's wishes will govern. 
Note that all five of the following conditions must be met:
Note that all five of the following conditions must be met:
Describe the circumstances surrounding your procedures for the informed consent of subjects - remember that obtaining informed consent is a continuous process.
Describe the setting in which you will be obtaining informed consentDescribe any special considerations you will make for vulnerable or non-English speaking subjects (e.g. witnesses or translators), if applicable
16. Procedures  
17. Data Security 
*For detailed information regarding data security see the HRPP Guide to Data Management and Protection
Will you be coding the data (i.e., linking a code/pseudonyms to the subjects' names/personal information)?
Will you have a master list to keep track of the linked codes/pseudonyms and names/personal information? Note that any master lists must be kept separate from the research data collected.
Describe how you will keep the research data you collect (including consent forms, surveys, notes, recordings, etc.) secure throughout their lifespan (collection → transportation → storage → data analysis → publication → destruction/indefinite storage):
 
A. If collecting sensitive data, describe how you will keep them secure during initial collection (e.g., use of an online survey, audiotaping directly to Box.com instead of a recording device, use of a private room or lab).
B. Describe how you will keep the research data secure during transportation (i.e., while moving them from location to location) (e.g., in a locked briefcase, on an encrypted computer, on researcher's person at all times).
E. Describe how and at what point the research data will be de-identified (e.g., when the master list is destroyed). 
If research data will not be de-identified, explain why. Not that data are not de-identified if linked in any way to the subjects - coded data are not de-identified data.
I. Discuss any additional data security plans you may have.
18. Additional Committee Approvals 
This research involves human blood, fluids, tissues, or cell lines; infectious agents; select agents; or rDNA.  
This research involves animals.
 19. Bibliography/Citations 
20. Additional Comments 
21. Supporting Documents
Please attach to this application:
Single-sided hardcopies of all original documents (with signatures) are required, in addition to a pdf of your application documents. Submit completed original single-sided hardcopies to the Human Research Protection Program, Bernstein-Marcus, Room 121 (MS 116), and electronic pdfs to irb@brandeis.edu.
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